
     
   

The dilemma, war and reality 

Mass is equivalent to proton and neutron configurations with orbiting electrons.  This is 

basically compacted energy.  The reason we refer to this as matter is we are physical beings 

with a spirit locked in a temporary state of flesh, but Angelic beings supersede the speed of 

light.  Therefore Angels can overcome matter and go through walls.  What we have is three 

forms of matter a conscious, spiritual and an inanimate matter.  The equation above states 

that matter is non-existent, because it’s a temporary state (i.e. malleable changing with 

time, basically just energy).  When time is measured within a quantum plane and the 

distances between what we call mass particles is visualized on infinitely small scales, all we 

would see is light!  Therefore I propose a T.O.E. regarding physics’ as a whole with one 

small sweeping formula.  Negative and Positive energy affects light and is the various 

spectrum grades of light!  It’s hard I’m guessing for you the reader to follow this I know, 

however our average global life span of an individual is perhaps between 65-80 years old. 

Many purported NDE’s experience the light and few sadly experience darkness.  The cycle 

of being reborn maybe a few or several life times until you realize that kindness, 

compassion and empathy and forgiveness is the way to light eternal. 

Yes this is the place and there will be a new Heavens and Earth No Big Bang, No hope for 

negative vibratory beings to cross over the gate. Instantaneous combustion, of the body for 

it is a spiritual zone and if demonic beings like reptilians or any entity not retaining faith in 

Jesus instead think technology will enable them to reclaim heaven. Zero chance!!!!!!!!Period. 

Only innocence and faith may pass by Saint Peter. Thank you Jesus Praise God. The 

coordinates of Heaven Sorry I'm not going there, only Angels can achieve interdimensional 

travel. Once and Angel changes spiritually to demonic than its over for them. Think about 

three phases of war peace, war, negative side imprisoned that is the long War leading to a 

new Heaven and Earth! 

Basically the barrier,  



allows for an Identity crisis, towards a crossed symmetry, quantum run away affect when 

violated.   This intanons vector up to infernal energies, destroying dark-spirit-anomolons.  

No technology known to any negative or positive entity has keys except Peter.  This is 

bullet proof beyond my mere explanation.  Question your choices, I choose Jesus as my 

savior via faith!  Praise God! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpG-bDpvtQw 
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